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Introduction

Anthropology and archaeology are two fields of study that have distinct differences. Anthropology is a popular social science 
field of study. It is, in fact, the study of man, as the word itself is made up of Anthropos, which means man, and Logos, which 
means study. So anthropology encompasses everything about man, not just in the present but also in the distant past.

Archaeology  is also the study of the artifacts dug out from below the surface of the earth related to men from the past. This 
research reveals a great deal about the culture, lifestyle, and history of ancient men. As a result, both subjects are, in a broader 
sense, studying man in general. Thus, archaeology is a branch of anthropology that is similar to ancient man’s sociology.

Humanities  is the investigation of man. It very well may be considered as the more extensive of the two subjects as there are 
numerous viewpoints or portions of humanities, for example, topographical appropriation of early man, how he lived in various 
environments and districts of Earth includes geological human studies. Investigation of contrasts in actual highlights of early 
man and its grouping into various races based on shade of skin, state of head, stature, and other distinctive elements makes 
up concentrate on matter of racial humanities.

The third division of humanities is keen on the way of life of the early man, his public activity, his cooperation with others and 
nature as well as his knowledge as displayed in antiques of his time. His dialects and customs and customs of public activity 
spread the word about an indispensable piece of this review as social human studies. It is this social human sciences that is 
nearer to paleontology as a paleologist  attempts to thoroughly understand antiquated man based on investigation of antiqui-
ties burrowed from underneath the outer layer of the earth where old civic establishments resided. The apparatuses and relics 
that are delved are organized in their ordered age and afterward broke down to illuminate the man of that time and his life. 
How he lived, collaborated and made do with nature.

The investigation of ancient man based on examination of material burrowed from underneath the earth is prehistoric studies. 
In North America, paleohistory is acknowledged as a sub-area of humanities in any case, outside this locale, archaic explora-
tion is viewed as a different field of study, a subject that spotlights on ancient man through investigation of his instruments 
and different relics found in burrowing of earth. Regardless of whether paleohistory is acknowledged as a field of study inside 
the crease of human sciences or viewed as a different field of study, the reality stays that both are investigations of ahead of 
schedule, old man. Such review is somewhat guess, part of the way uncovered through the examination of devices found in 
unearthings completed in archeological campaigns, archeological exploration is dependably ordered in nature as it is import-
ant to group the antiques found based on their ages. This is considered as the beginning stage for archeological exploration, 
by creating straight local chronicles, binds them to current ethnic gatherings, and arranging the gatherings based on how far 
along the direct friendly transformative scale they had reached, archeological examination took care of the monster of Hitler’s 
“lord race” and defended the colonialism and coercive colonization by Europe of the remainder of the world. Any general pub-
lic that hadn’t arrived at the zenith of “human advancement” was by definition savage or primitive, a jaw-droppingly doltish 
thought. We know better at this point.
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